Abstract-In this paper will be described integration of Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) process and quantization in video data compression algorithm. The integration is done in order to improve time and compression ratio. The method is employed by inserting quantization process in the DCT function, as well as for the decompression process. It can be done since the orthonomality property of the prior DCT function is still valid, algebraically. Result obtained in this paper is related with the first aim, that is, a better compression time. It is obtained based on mathematical and algorithm analyses done, that the integration of the two processes can improve to a better time complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video compression algorithms have been developed and even standardized. Standardization is needed in order to facilitate the storage and exchange of digital video data globally. For multimedia communications, there are two main standards organization which are the International Telecommunication Union -Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).
Compression techniques that were developed in the majority of those algorithms were using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) process, and followed by quantization process sequentially. Since they were done in sequence, then the computation times became longer.
Considering those conditions, they give the idea of how to enhance the performance of video data compression, in the sense of of its computation time and compression rate. It can be done by combining the DCT process and quantization, and the quantizator is function-based valued. That study is part of Manuscript received August 3, 2012 ; revised September 23, 2012. Suryadi is with the Department of Mathematics, and the Department of Electrical Engineering, Universitas Indonesia, Depok, Indonesia, 16424 (e-mail: suryadi81@ui.ac.id, yadi.mt@sci.ui.ac.id).
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the main research done that is enhancement of video encryption performance using finite field Z 2 3 in its bit stream basis [6] . The algorithm's improvement is started by compression process which is discussed in this paper, and continued by encryption process using finite field Z 2 3 -based bit stream.
In this paper we describe the process of combining DCT and quantization processes based on algebraic concept. In Section 2 we explained\ mathematical aspects of the DCT and quantization processes in video compression algorithm. The process of integrating the DCT and quantization processes using algebraic concept, as well as the algorithm analysis are presented in Section 3. This paper ended with Conclusion, stated in Section 4.
II. VIDEO COMPRESSION ALGORITHM
Compression algorithms that are chosen as the standard in video data compression process by many researchs are H.261 and MPEG4 algorithms. The general form of the process in given in Fig. 1 . In that video compression process, generally there are data alterations in part I-frame and P-frame using DCT and quantization processes consecutively. This paper will be focused on the effort of integrating the DCT and quantization processes, which is expected that it can reduce the computation time and data size, based on mathematics analysis. However, prior to that, explanation about the DCT and quantization processes will be explained [3] . Similarly, a number of ISO standards have been developed such as MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 [4] - [5] . These standards define the bitstream of audio-visual data and determine a set of rules to be followed in the development of hardware and software for optimal compression solutions. mathematically based on the DCT formulation and function-based quantization.
In general, the DCT process in to change the data from spatial data form into frequency data. The input for the DCT process is video data in the form of video image in two dimensional form of size N x M, that is data in spatial domain f(i,j) which represents the intensity of the corresponding pixel in the i-th row and the j-th column. The output of the DCT process is in the form of matrix of size N x M, where the entries are data in frequency domain. Therefore, data with high frequency, as well as low frequency data, are obtained. This fact give result of separation between global information (which is in low frequency) and detail information (which is in high frequency) of every image in the video.
The general form of the DCT is: 
where:
In the process, if it is executed in 1-dimensional form (1-D), then the form of equality (1) can be represented in simultaneous equations as the following: 
According to equation (1) , it is seen that the DCT process is a multiplication of the image matrix where the entries are f(x,y), with cosines equalities matrix, where in this case, the cosines matrix [DC] uv is of the form: [7] ,
Therefore, equalities (3) and (4) can be represented as matrices multiplication as the following:
[
As for video compression in image frame part, it is the same as in image data, where the size of standard matrix is 8x8 pixel size (N=8). Therefore, matrix DC can be evaluated according to equation (5) and matrix DC is obtained as the following:
For every u = 0, we will obtain
Otherwise, the formula Using similar procedure, the entry of DC (1, 1) up to the last entry, DC (7, 7) will be obtained. The complete DC matrix is given below: 
In order to prove the above mentioned fact, if [DC] is multiplied with [DC]-1, then the following matrix will be obtained: 
On the other hand, if matrix [DC] 8x8 is multiplied with the 
The above result shows that these two matrices [DC] and [DC]-1 will be used in compression and decompression algorithm.
The resulting matrix from the DCT process inherent two important information: global information from 8x8 pixel image block which is located in the 1 st entries of the matrix, known as DC component; while the other 63 entries represented detailed data, known as AC component. In general, values of entries of AC are getting smaller and approximately zero as the columns toward the right and rows toward lower positions. This explains that these values will not have much effect visually if those small values are set as zeroes. Therefore, it can minimize bit number, and increase the compression ratio. Since low frequency and high frequency data are dispersed but concentrated into two main parts, then the next process of compression becomes easier to be done, bit number in detailed information of image's luminance and chrominance will be minimized. This can be done since human's eyes visual system is very sensitive towards the change in global information than that in detailed information. The process is known as quantization.
Numerically, quantization process is the process of changing detail information as zero, by conducting division operation among all entries of matrix DCT. In general, the formulation of quantization process is done using floor function, as the following:
[ , ] (8) where: P [u,v] : pixel value of matrix DCT in position (u,v) q [u,v] : entry of quantitazion matrix in position (u,v) P' [u,v] : pixel score that is quantized in position (u,v).
Therefore, division operations are needed, where the number of operation is as much as the number of image pixel in the compressed video. For example, if the video size is 30 megapixels, then 30 million divisions operation are required in quantization process. This is a really computational time consuming process.
Time complexity fo the DCT process with block size of 8x8 needs 2x(8x8x8) = 1024 or 2xN 3 divisions operation, and 2x(8x8x7) = 896 or 2xN 2 x(N-1) additions operation. While for quantization process, it requires 8x8 = 64 or N 2 divisions operation. Therefore, for image of size of KxL (K is the length and L is the height of the video image), then the DCT and quantization processes for this image requires KxLx(2N+1) multiplications/divisions operation, and KxLx2(N-1) additions/subtractions operation. The sum of those operations is very big, relatively, so that it boosts out the question, as well as the problem in this research, that is it possible to reduce the number of multiplications and additions operation greatly, without affecting the quality of the compressed image?
Considering the above fact, an effort to enhance the performance, in term of its computation time efficiency, by combining the DCT and quantization processes as matrix QDCT will be done. Efficiency effort using matrix QDCT has been done for image data in JPEG format [9] .
III. INTEGRATION OF DCT PROCESS AND QUANTIZATION
As has been described in the pervious section that the proposed model in this research is combination of the DCT and quantization processes in video data compression and decompression algorithm. The steps done are:
A. Construct a Quantized-DCT Formula
A quantified-DCT formula (DCTQ) can be done simultaneously with the DCT and quantization processes, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . 
. Compression process (a). standard, (b). integration of dct and quantization
In order to combine the DCT and quantization processes as one quantized-DCT process, then a constructed function (which represents quantization process) is inserted in the DCT formula. This is done since a quantization process is a process of division of DCT with a constant, so that it will not affect the decomposition of function or DTC formula.
As for the DCTQ (DCT-quantized) transformation formulation i 1-D implementation is:
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[DCQ] is the result of quantization of matrix [DC] , where each entry of [DC] is divided by the entry on the same position in the same quantized matrix, dan this process is done in the beginning of the DCT process.
B. Construct a Quantized-DCT Invers Formula
A DCT-quantized inverse (IDCTQ) formulation can perform the dequantization and DCT inverse processes simultaneously. Similar with the procedure to find a quantized-DCT, to combine dequantized process and DCT inverse as one process, a quantized-DCT inverse process, then an inverse function is inserted, which is used in quantized-DCT process in inverse DCT formula. The formulations of IDCTQ (a quantized-DCT inverse) transformation which are implemented in 1-D are:
where Q -1 (u,v) is a constant. As for the multiplication of matrix from IDCTQ (a quantized-DCT inverse) process is: In this case, the difference of compression process using a standard DCT and a quantized-DCT (DCTQ) is in the quantization process. For a standard DCT, the DCT and quantization processes are done in every block, while for a quantized DCT, the DCT is done only once when calculating [DCQ] at the beginning of the process. The formula will do the DCT transformation process and quantization process simultaneously. Therefore, DCTQ process will accelerate compression process since it can reduce number of division process.
Number of operation done in a quantized-DCT algorithm is: 1) for matrix DCQ initialization (quantization of matrix DC), it needs 8x8 = 64 or N 2 division operation (only at the beginning of the process). 2) for DCTQ process, it needs 2x(8x8x8)=1024 or 2xN (N-1) additions/subtractions operation. The same condition applies for decompression process. So, based on algorithm analysis by calculating its time complexity, the number of operations performed by a quantized DCT algorithm is less than that of a standard DCT algorithm. Therefore, time execution needed for compression and decompression using a quantized-DCT algorithm is faster than a standard DCT algorithm.
IV. CONCLUSION
According to linear algebraic concept, DCT and quantization processes can be integrated as one process, and a quantization function can be inserted in DCT function at the same time. This condition also applies for decompression process. The consequence of integrating those two processes, by performing algorithm analysis (its time complexity), it can be calculated that number of operations done in a quantized-DCT algorithm is less thatn that in a standard DCT algorithm. It implies that execution time needed for compression and decompression processes using a quantized DCT algorithm is faster than a standard DCT algorithm. 
